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CASE IH MAXXUM 140 TRACTOR Service Repair Manual Download MAXXUM 100 , MAXXUM 110 Multicontroller , MAXXUM 110 , MAXXUM 115 Multicontroller , MAXXUM 115 , MAXXUM 120 Multicontroller , MAXXUM 120 , MAXXUM 125 Multicontroller , MAXXUM 125 , MAXXUM 130 Multicontroller , MAXXUM 130 , MAXXUM 140
Multicontroller , MAXXUM 140 CASE 530 Service Manual Download Fault code list for: MX Magnum Tractor TG Series Tractor Download Fault codes for CASE wheel loaders Download Case 2388 Parts Manual. Download Case 9370, 9380, 9390 Parts Catalog Download Case AFX8010 Repair Manuals PDF Download Case Combine 2388 (2006) Parts
Catalog Download CASE IH 1190 Service Manual Download Case IH 20 Series Axial-Flow Combine Service Training Manual Download Case IH 2388 User Manual Download CASE IH AFX-8010 Service Manual Download CASE IH CTS 11-12 service manual Download CASE IH Parts Catalogue Download CASE IH Tractor Parts Catalog 2013 Download
Case IH U115 (Farmall 95U Pro EP Farmall 105U Pro EP Farmall 115U Pro EP) Service Manual Download CASE Tractor Ersatzteilkatalog Download Case Puma 165 180 195 210 225 CVX Service Repair Manual Download Puma Multicontroller 165 180 195 210 Service Manual Download IH Farmall Cube Engine Service Manual IH Farmall Cube
Engine Service Manual IH Farmall Cube Engine Service Manual.pd IH 274 Operator's Manual.pdf IH Super A Special Attachments Manual IH Super A Special Attachments Manual IH Super A Special Attachments Manual.pd IH Farmall A AV Owners Manual IH Farmall A AV Owners Manual Farmall A AV Owners Manual.pdf Some INTERNATIONAL
Harvester IH, Farmall Tractor Service Manuals PDF are above the page - 274, Super A, Farmall A AV, Farmall Cube. The roots of International Harvester go back to the distant 1830s. It was then that Cyrus Hall McCormick, the inventor from Virginia, completed work on his horse-drawn plow. The plow was demonstrated during testing in 1831, and
patented by Cyrus in 1834. Together with his brother, McCormick moved to the city of Chicago in 1847 and founded McCormick Harvesting Machine Company there. The plows of McCormick's designs were sold well, in part, thanks to Cyrus's ingenuity and his own innovations in the business sphere. He developed a system of marketing and sales,
based on extensive networks of professionally trained staff across the country, ready to demonstrate the operation of the device in the field. McCormick died in Chicago, and his business passed to his son, Cyrus McCormick, the youngest. In 1902, the McCormick Harvesting Machine Company, the Deering Harvester Company and three small
enterprises (Milwaukee, Plano, Warder, Bushnell, and Glessner) merged to create the International Harvester Company. And by 1919, the company Parlin and Orendorff in Canton, Illinois, have become one of the leading in the arable and manufacturing industries. In the same years, the newly formed company International Harvester Company
acquired a new plant, called Canton Works. Active work on it continued for the next dozens of years. In 1926, the production was overtaken by a new expansion - the Farmall Works plant in Rock Island, Illinois, built exclusively for the construction of a new tractor called Farmall. In just three years 130,000 tractors of this model were produced. The
next goal of International Harvester Company was the introduction of a truly "people's tractor" on the American market, which was intended for the average American farmer. The result of work on this project was a tractor designed by the well-known engineer Raymond Lowie and released into mass production in 1939. In those years, this tractor
enjoyed huge consumer demand. It was his production and raised the company International Harvester Company to the leading position of the American market, and therefore, during almost all the 1940's and 1950's, the company boasted a huge number of sales in the field of machinery and equipment for the processing of land. And this despite the
tough competition from such giants as Ford, John Deere and other companies. In 1946, the company acquired a military defense plant in Louisville, Kentucky, which was significantly expanded and converted to produce Farmall A, B tractors and a new tractor model under the index 340. In 1974, a 5-millionth tractor was produced by the International
Harvester Company on factory in the city of Rock Island. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, despite a significant number of sales and strong demand, the margin of the International Harvester Company remained low. The regular appearance of separate activities that are not related to the main business prevented the company's management from
concentrating on the main source of profit, and also made the company's device somewhat cumbersome. Too conservative management, as well as rigid policies within the company, tended to stifle new strategies and forms of management, together with technological innovations. The sale was obsolete technology, which, despite a small contribution
to total sales, continued to be produced. Worse, International Harvester Company was not only facing the problem of the most severe competition in the US market. The company also had to deal with the increase in the number of production costs associated with the new safety and environmental regulations introduced by the government. In 1979,
the International Harvester Company was headed by a new director, who decided to increase the company's profit by reducing the cost structure. Production in the factories was strictly limited, and unprofitable production lines were completely reduced. By the end of the year, this had yielded positive results. The profit of International Harvester was
the highest for the last 10 years of work. However, the company's budget was still meager. In addition, members of the union were angry that the leadership had made cuts, and also took some other "extreme" measures to save money. In the spring and summer of 1979, the inevitable labor strikes began at the International Harvester plants. In this
regard, on November 1 of the same year, accounting reports were published, according to which it was found out that the president and chief chairman Archie McCurdell received an increase in salary of $ 1.8 million. To commit illegal operations, McCurdell used fraud with papers, as well as loopholes in the legislation of the United States of America
on employees of automobile enterprises (UAW). This led to a new strike the very next day, on November 2. Immediately strikes affected the economy of the International Harvester Company - the company was hit by the financial crisis. The strike lasted 6 months, and after its completion it became clear that the company lost about $ 600 million in
profits (more than 2 billion at today's rate). Every year the situation of the company became worse. A new strike of workers, accompanied by economic problems and problems within the company, dropped the International Harvester Company into a pit, from which there was only one sane exit. But they did not use the company's management. By
1984, the position of International Harvester was completely disastrous, which led to a complete collapse in the same year. On November 26, 1984, a significant portion of the International Harvester Company's industrial complexes were sold to Tenneco, Inc. In Tenneco went to this acquisition, since their separation, enterprise J.I. Case, was engaged
in the production of tractors and did not have at its disposal a wide range of agricultural machinery, which was obtained after the purchase of IH enterprises (combines, soil cultivation equipment, etc.). After this merger, the production of tractors at Rock Island at Illinois Farmall Works was curtailed in May 1985. Production of new models of tractors
(for example, Case IH) International Harvester Company moved to the plant J.I. Case Tractor Works in Racine, Wisconsin. Manufacture of combines was established in the city of East Molin, Illinois, it became possible due to the merger of the two factories. Memphis Works in Memphis, Tennessee, was closed down, and the production of cotton
harvesting machines was moved to another location. The production of trucks and engines was retained by the International Harvester Company, which in 1986 changed its name to Navistar International Corporation. The former name, along with all the official symbols, was sold to Tenneco Inc., so that it would be easier for this company to distribute
products under the previous brand. Actually, Navistar International Corporation continued to manufacture medium and heavy trucks, school buses and engines under the brand name International. Farmall Super A, AV, 100, 130, & 140 1939 - 1973 Jim Becker Team Cub Posts: 16380 Joined: Sun Feb 02, 2003 2:59 pm Zip Code: 55319 Circle of Safety:
Y Location: MN Postby Jim Becker » Tue Mar 26, 2013 7:30 pm AL Farmall Boy wrote:I have ordered a Touch Control Manual from Binder Books and didn't care for the small size of the manual. I don't understand why they couldn't have made it a normal 8.5x11 size. Suggestions?The original Touch-Control Manual was smaller than 8.5x11. I believe
the 100/130/140 used a combined parts catalog. bob in CT Team Cub Mentor Posts: 6018 Joined: Thu Jun 07, 2007 9:34 am Zip Code: 06040 Tractors Owned: 77 Cub (red); 74 Cub; 52 Cub; 50 Cub ( post-demo) Circle of Safety: Y Location: CT, Manchester Postby bob in CT » Tue Mar 26, 2013 9:15 pm Put a search in ebay for what you want and
request daily emails. With some key word refinement and words you learn you don't want you can get a good daily digest of exactly what you are looking for. then it is just a matter of patience. I have waited years for some manuals to show up, others can be common enough so you end up being picky about revision dates and condition. AL Farmall Boy
10+ Years Posts: 2500 Joined: Tue Aug 10, 2010 6:38 pm Zip Code: 35111 Circle of Safety: Y Postby AL Farmall Boy » Wed Mar 27, 2013 10:09 am Ok, Bob. I'll try that. Thanks Jim, I didn't realize they made the manuals originally that small. Why would they do that? If those tractors used a combined parts catalog (which I think I've seen), what about
the later model 140 that had different features and options/changes than the 100 and 130? Were those items just not ever listed in a parts catalog? (ie. tachometer, flasher lights, different switches, different steering wheels, spin on oil filter, trailer adapter plug, alternator parts, domed pistons, etc.) Regards, Chase 205-3685339ihfarmallrtr@gmail.com Follow my page "Alabama Tractor Pickers" on YouTube & Facebook! Jim Becker Team Cub Posts: 16380 Joined: Sun Feb 02, 2003 2:59 pm Zip Code: 55319 Circle of Safety: Y Location: MN Postby Jim Becker » Wed Mar 27, 2013 11:21 am Why not that small? For years, the typical IH Owner's Manuals were 6.5x9.5. A lot
of the handbooks were 5x8.The 140 parts catalog online at CaseIH has a separate index entry when you look it up by model. But the intro page says it covers the 100, 130 and 140. So I presume all printed 140 catalogs were combined with the 100 and 130. I've never had one new enough to cover the last 15 years or so of production. But the online
catalog shows alternators etc. that showed up late in production. The engine is not included in that catalog, even though it was included in some earlier versions. Depending on which version of the catalog you get, you will also need the one for the C-123 engine. bob in CT Team Cub Mentor Posts: 6018 Joined: Thu Jun 07, 2007 9:34 am Zip Code:
06040 Tractors Owned: 77 Cub (red); 74 Cub; 52 Cub; 50 Cub ( post-demo) Circle of Safety: Y Location: CT, Manchester Postby bob in CT » Wed Mar 27, 2013 11:41 am In general, I found the later parts books to be much more difficult to find. Average users probably did not buy them and the dealer count was shrinking fast in the 70's- at least around
here- but if you look at sales figures that makes sense. A lot of the books came out of closed dealers. Owner's manuals too. Fewer newer tractors. I think a lot of the older manuals that you can buy come out of cleaned out attics and estate sales decades after the equipment faded away. Jim Becker Team Cub Posts: 16380 Joined: Sun Feb 02, 2003 2:59
pm Zip Code: 55319 Circle of Safety: Y Location: MN Postby Jim Becker » Wed Mar 27, 2013 12:09 pm bob in CT wrote:In general, I found the later parts books to be much more difficult to find. Average users probably did not buy them and the dealer count was shrinking fast in the 70's- at least around here- but if you look at sales figures that makes
sense. A lot of the books came out of closed dealers. Owner's manuals too. Fewer newer tractors. I think a lot of the older manuals that you can buy come out of cleaned out attics and estate sales decades after the equipment faded away.Parts counters also moved to microfiche then online catalogs. Much less paper was ever generated, even for the
dealers that were out there in later years. AL Farmall Boy 10+ Years Posts: 2500 Joined: Tue Aug 10, 2010 6:38 pm Zip Code: 35111 Circle of Safety: Y Postby AL Farmall Boy » Wed Mar 27, 2013 1:55 pm Good point about the microfiche, Jim. Yeah I've noticed the lack of the engine parts on the online catalog and wonderd why it wasn't there. I just
thought it was an oversight of Case/IH when posting it all. Thanks so much for all of the information. Alot to learn about all of the manuals and their history of how they were produced. I'm really wanting to collect a "late style manual" now! I'm gonna look hard and I'm sure I'll find one somewhere someday. An owner somewhere had to have requested
one when he bought his 1976-1979 International 140 new. ha Regards, Chase 205-368-5339ihfarmallrtr@gmail.com Follow my page "Alabama Tractor Pickers" on YouTube & Facebook! bob in CT Team Cub Mentor Posts: 6018 Joined: Thu Jun 07, 2007 9:34 am Zip Code: 06040 Tractors Owned: 77 Cub (red); 74 Cub; 52 Cub; 50 Cub ( post-demo)
Circle of Safety: Y Location: CT, Manchester Postby bob in CT » Wed Mar 27, 2013 2:13 pm IH never released a proper wiring diagram for the alternator Cubs. They must not have been the best of times in engineering documentation.... David C 10+ Years Posts: 608 Joined: Tue Dec 02, 2003 9:17 pm Zip Code: 47141 Tractors Owned: 1949 Farmall
Cub, 1970 135 Massey Ferguson, 1970 175 Massey Ferguson, 1964 Cub Cadet Model 70. 1977 Farmall 140 (Granpa's) Location: Marysville, Indiana Postby David C » Wed Mar 27, 2013 2:51 pm bob in CT wrote:IH never released a proper wiring diagram for the alternator Cubs. They must not have been the best of times in engineering
documentation....No wonder I had so much trouble with my 140 too David C I may be old but I got to see all the cool bands AL Farmall Boy 10+ Years Posts: 2500 Joined: Tue Aug 10, 2010 6:38 pm Zip Code: 35111 Circle of Safety: Y Postby AL Farmall Boy » Thu Mar 28, 2013 10:17 am That makes sense why this stuff is hard to find. I thought I recall
seeing a "factory looking" diagram for the Alternator Cub though. Must have been one somebody drew up. Of all the diagrams to have the one for the 1979 140 would be the one to have since it had the most electrical options (flashers, turn signals, trailer light plug, alternator, neutral safety switch, etc.). All of that stuff is basic, but within that line of
tractors, the late model 140 had the most complex system. Regards, Chase 205-368-5339ihfarmallrtr@gmail.com Follow my page "Alabama Tractor Pickers" on YouTube & Facebook! David C 10+ Years Posts: 608 Joined: Tue Dec 02, 2003 9:17 pm Zip Code: 47141 Tractors Owned: 1949 Farmall Cub, 1970 135 Massey Ferguson, 1970 175 Massey
Ferguson, 1964 Cub Cadet Model 70. 1977 Farmall 140 (Granpa's) Location: Marysville, Indiana Postby David C » Thu Mar 28, 2013 10:29 am yeah, I've got a late 77 model with flashers.. Been a pain figuring out the light sw and flasher circuit I may be old but I got to see all the cool bands bob in CT Team Cub Mentor Posts: 6018 Joined: Thu Jun 07,
2007 9:34 am Zip Code: 06040 Tractors Owned: 77 Cub (red); 74 Cub; 52 Cub; 50 Cub ( post-demo) Circle of Safety: Y Location: CT, Manchester Postby bob in CT » Thu Mar 28, 2013 10:42 am AL Farmall Boy wrote:That makes sense why this stuff is hard to find. I thought I recall seeing a "factory looking" diagram for the Alternator Cub though. Must
have been one somebody drew up. That would be me. David C 10+ Years Posts: 608 Joined: Tue Dec 02, 2003 9:17 pm Zip Code: 47141 Tractors Owned: 1949 Farmall Cub, 1970 135 Massey Ferguson, 1970 175 Massey Ferguson, 1964 Cub Cadet Model 70. 1977 Farmall 140 (Granpa's) Location: Marysville, Indiana Postby David C » Thu Mar 28, 2013
8:27 pm Bob, can you post it again pleaseDavid C I may be old but I got to see all the cool bands bob in CT Team Cub Mentor Posts: 6018 Joined: Thu Jun 07, 2007 9:34 am Zip Code: 06040 Tractors Owned: 77 Cub (red); 74 Cub; 52 Cub; 50 Cub ( post-demo) Circle of Safety: Y Location: CT, Manchester Postby bob in CT » Thu Mar 28, 2013 8:45 pm
David C wrote:Bob, can you post it again pleaseDavid C Navigate up and look for (NEW) Manuals. Find "Service Manuals" Look for "Wiring Diagrams". The one I did is under "12 volt" and it is a modification of the last IH generator diagram to capture the factory alternator Cub wiring diagram as it should have been. Below are some conversion
diagrams. I made mine after buying a wiring harness for my long stripe and found no diagram was ever released, so I made one up and even gave it to the harness supplier to use. All the other diagrams came from a now defunct Cub Cadet web site that crashed. I am glad I downloaded them and had them to share with Dennis. Lots of goodies up there
in that section. Return to “Farmall A, Super A, AV, 100, 130 & 140” Jump to Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests
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